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The number defined by the title is denoted by u’(x. u), Let LI = log ?c/log y and let 
p(u) be the function determined by p(u) = 1, 0 8 u 6 1, up’(u) = -p(u - 1 ), u > 1. 
We prove the following: 
THEOREM. For .Y suffieient~.v large and logy 2 (log log x)‘. Y(x, J’) B xp( u) 
while for 1 + log log x Q logy < (log log x)‘, and E 1 0, Y(s, J’ ) % !, 
xp(u) exp( -u exp( - (log~)““~~’ I)). 
The proof uses a weighted lower approximation to !P(x, .v), a reinterpretation of 
this sum in probability terminology, and ultimately large-deviation methods plus 
the Berry-Esseen theorem. ‘( 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The quantity Y(x,y) has been the subject of various investigations and 
has had a multitude of applications. For a good summary see [ 111. 
We have an improvement on previous lower bounds for !P(x, y) when 
logy 3 (1 + E) log, x and x is sufficiently large. Let u = log x/logy. 
For small u there is the asymptotic result 
v-/(-u, y)-.v(u) (1.0) 
where p(u)= 1 for O<U< 1 and up’(u)= -p(u- 1) for U> 1. De Bruijn’s 
results of [S, I], together with the best known form of the prime number 
theorem [14] give (1.0) for u d (log x)~” --C. Just recently, H. Maier 
improved this range to u 6 (log x)’ ‘. 
In [S, II] de Bruijn gave a simple lower bound, valid for all x and I: 
Equation ( 1.1 } is superior to our bound roughly for 24’ logI y/logy < log x. 
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More recently Cantield, Erdijs and Pomerance found 
Y(x, y) Z x exp i ( -24 logu+log~u-1+ log,u-l+Clog:u log u log2 )I (1.2) 
where c is an absolute constant and I 3 1, u 3 e’. The notation logi, t 
denotes 
(loglog~~~log t)‘. 
k times 
Our result is that for x sufficiently large, u = log x/logy and 
log y 2 1 + log log x, 
!P(x, y) P c xp(u) exp( -u exp( -logy)‘3’5 “‘)). 
For c<O.Ol, logy>(loglogs)2 and .Y+ CCI, 
exp(-uexp(-log~~)‘3’5~‘.‘))+ 1 
(1.3) 
and we get 
q-x, y)%.xp(u). (1.3’) 
Remark. Working independently, A. Hildebrand found another and 
simpler proof of the main result of this paper. The advantage of the present 
treatment is that the analysis breaks the set of numbers counted in Y(x, u) 
down by their number of prime divisors. Thus one has information about 
the distribution of Q(n) for these n. This has been useful in subsequent 
work. Hildebrand’s approach excels in economy, elegance and accuracy. As 
well as this paper’s main theorem, he proves, for any fixed I > 0, that 
uniformly in x 3 3, 1 6 24 d log x/(log log x) ‘13+‘. In the course of the proof 
he shows that log p(u) is strictly concave on 1 6 u < co. Alladi had earlier 
shown this for u0 d u < co, and conjectured the wider validity. 
Remark. By A <E B( ., ., E) or A = O,(B( ., ., E)) we mean that for every 
E > 0, there exists C > 0 such that A d C. B(.;,E). Thus the statement 
“Iff(X) = Oc(e’+Cr ) then x2f(s) = Oc(e’+“)” 
makes sense and is true. Also, let /? = (3/5 - E) from now on. 
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Our approach for the lower bound is to consider a weighted sum taken 
over S(x, 11) = (j 1 1 Gj 6 x and p 6y for p / jj. If )t’, 6 1 for all j then 
Y(x,y)= 1 13 1 M’,. 
,c.vr,Y) , t SI r, i J 
We choose u; as follows. Always p will denote a positive prime. 
Let Q(j) be the number of prime factors of j counting multiplicity, let 
a(p, j) be the number of times p divides j, and let M”, = nP,, (a(p, j)!) ‘. Let 
~-(-w)=~,i.s(.x.~~ MI,. Then Y(x, y) 3 Y-(x, .v). This weighting ought 
not radically decrease Y since many numbers in S(x, y) will be square free 
or nearly so. The advantage in the specific choice of wi is that Y ~ (x, y ) has 
a natural reformulation in terms of probability. 
In view of (1.0) we need only prove ( 1.3) for log’j4 x d u d 
log x( 1 + log? x)-I. Denote this interval by U(x). 
2. REFORMULATION 
For k 3 1 let B, be the Cartesian product B, = ( p 1 2 6 p 6 ~1)“. For 
6=(6,, hz,...,b,)eBk let PJh)=(z()‘)) ‘, and for TsB, let 
Pk( T) = rr( y) -’ # T. Then (B,, Pk) is a finite probability space. 
For p < y and 6~ B, let a(p, 6) be the number of i, 1 6 i 6 k such that 
b,=p. Then C,,, a( p, 6) = k. Let H(6) = nf;= , hi = nP S I‘ pucp.” and let 
V(6) = rIp<y 4P, 0. 
Then 
V(/i)/k! + 1 
k= I htE,H(ti)<.~ 
(2.1 
and 
Y-(x,-y)= 1 + i (n(?,)k/!)P,(H(6)6x). (2.2 
k=l 
) 
For k 3 1 let Y,, Y, ... Yk be the independent random variables on Bk 
such that Y,(b) = log hi. Then (2.2) is equivalent to 
% 
y-(X, J,) = 1 + c (n( y)k/k!) P, i Yi 6 log X 
k= I i, > 
. (2.3) 
In (2.3) only the terms with k < [log x/log 23 are positive. 
Let H(x, y, k) = (n(y)k/k!) Pk(Cf Y, d log x). We shall first prove that 
for x sufficiently large and u E U(x), 
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(0, m and M defined shortly). It was in this form that the result appeared, 
and the coincidence with p(u) was an unexpected dividend. 
Asymptotic expansions of 0, m and M obtained in Section 3 give the 
corollary 
Wx, y) 3 x exp 
i ( 
-u logu+log,U-1+ 
log, U - 1 log; U -- 
log u 2 log u 
for u E U(x). The +$(u log: u/log’ U) in the exponent is the improvement 
over (1.2) which had O(u log: u/log2 u). 
Now we need some notation. Let 
log> 
0 satisfy eHs ds = log .Y, 
a = log x/M 
112 
(s-CX)*S--‘eHsds 
(2.4) 
B=M-’ log’ Is-cc13s-‘e”~I‘& 
The prime number theorem [ 141 implies that for E > 0 there exists 
K = Kc such that for z > 0, 
7c(eZ) > r s-‘~‘(1 - Kexp( -s’)) ds. (2.5) 1 
Let Z.,(s) be the indicator function of the real interval [ 1, logy]. Let 
g(s) = s-‘e”( 1 - K exp( -s’)) Z-,(s), and let PNT(s)=(l-Kexp(-s”)). 
Then g(s) ds is majorized by drc(e”), that is, 
s ‘g(s) ds d n(e’) for z 20. (2.6) 1 
Now majorization is preserved under convolution, that is, given non- 
negative measures p and v supported on [0, DZI] let p * v be the measure 
determined by 
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and ,U * v[O, z] = (px v)(E(z)). If pI is majorized by p1 then p, * v is 
majorized by p2 * v. (Proof is left to the reader.) In our application the 
measures are supported on [ 1, co). Thus 
(2.7) 
where gtk’ denotes the k-fold convolution of g. Let 
s log (’ m= ~~~~~~~ PNT(s) ds I 
*=m-’ 
log r 
eHs PNT(s) ds 
(2.8) 
log > 
(s - a)‘~ -‘e*’ PNT(s) ds and , 
Is-a13s ~ ‘d” PNT(s) ds. 
Now f(s)=m- r ’ ‘*-““g(s) is a probability density function. Let 
x,, x2... be independent random variables with density f(s). Then they 
have mean a, variance o2 and third moment /l about a. 
We need to ring in f(s) because g(s) has an “expected value” so large 
that for the important values of k in (2.3) (those near m), 
Pk(Cf Y, d log x), and the lower estimate rc( y) -’ jyg-rg’k’(S) cis, represent 
only the extreme left tail of the distribution of C’; Yi. This remnant, while 
small compared to the rest of the curve, cannot be neglected because it is 
what we are trying to count. Multiplying by e’“- I)’ shifts the expected 
value so that EC: Xi is close to log x for k near M. We can eventually 
apply the Berry-Esseen theorem [9] to C”; Xi and clinch the proof, but 
first we must know the statistical parameters off(s), that is, u, cr, and /?, in 
some detail. 
3. CALCULUS 
We keep the notation of Section 2. 
For u E U(x) and x sufficiently large, 
f-j-f!- c log, r4 1 logf U log,u log .X logU+log,U+----+- logu 210g z4 log2u+E > (3.1) 
where E = O(logi u/log3 u). 
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where < = 8 logy. 
( 1 M=u 1+---T l%w+o 1 log U log U ( )I iii&’ 
1 
l/M= (l/U) 1 -- 
i 
1 log2 u f * 
log 24 + log2 i4 i jl logz” 
s91og x/u log u<S 
Be log3 x/u’ log3 Lk and BF3* 1. 
Each of (3.2)-(3.5) holds with m in place of M, CT in place 
of S, and fi in place of B. 
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(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.1) Pro05 Let 4 =4(x, y) = 0(x, y) log x/u log U. Since 24 E U(x), 
y-e > log x for large x, and 6’ < 1 as otherwise we should have the con- 
tradiction 
J- 
log .I
logx= e*“dz>y-eelogx. 
i 
Also 
- e’) = log x, 
so 
i.e., 
jerPbu- e),/& log u < 1 c e+‘Og “/qk log u. (3.7) 
From (3.7) we then conclude 
1 + log 4/lag U + log* u/log 24 < Cj 
< 1+ log #/log ZJ + log, u/log U + e/&4 log2 u. (3.8) 
Since fl ‘WY eez dz < log y e8 log -“, log x < log yee logy, so u -=c e) log U whence 
# > 1. From (3.8) and 4 > 1, 4 > 1 + log, u/log tl. From this and (3.8), 
(s < 1 + log, u/log u + log &r/log U + e/u log2 u. 
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Now logd,<ql so d, < I + log, u/log u + #,/log u + e/u log2u, and 
I$( I - l/log 24) < 1 + 2 log, u/log2 U. Further recursive use of (3.8) to 
generate ever stronger estimates of q+ is a routine matter, and with a couple 
more iterations one arrives at (3.1). 
For (3.2) we have M= jygy z - ‘e” dz = j$ (dw/log w) = Li( y”) + 
O(log, x), and (3.2) follows from the well known expansion for the 
logarithmic integral. With (3.1), (3.2) and some calculation of the first few 
terms of the relevant power series, (3.3) follows. 
Now S2=(f/M)f’,‘-~~z-‘( z-~)2es’dz>(l/~~)S~gV(z--))ZeH’dz > 
(e*e/~~~ ffg-“(z - 01)~ dz = (e”@/log x) fkgi’-* t2 dr. Now from (3.1) and 
(3.3), ~~=log~+log~~+~(l), and logy-ff=~~ogy~og~)(l+o(l)). 
Thus 
> log2x 
4u2 log2 24’ 
for large x and u E U(x). Thus S> log x/2u log u. 
The proof of the upper bound for S can be read out of the proof below 
for (3.59, replacing /z - iyi3 with (z -a)‘. The appeal in the proof of (3.5) to 
(3.4) is to the lower bound only, so there is no circular argument. 
We break the integral which defines B in three pieces: B = (5:/Z + {& + 
JfpgY)( Iz - al 3 t?’ dz/Mz) = I, + I, + I,, say. 
Now I, 6 a3 jyi2 es2 dz/Mz = O(log” xu-4Li(e”H’2)) = O(log3 XU-~~‘~) 
= O(log3 x/u.’ log3 u). 
For I, we argue 
= U(log3 x/u” log3 u) 
from (3.1). Finally, I3 d (l/Mrw)(log y - a)3 f’ro,, 8’ dz. Now M, = log x, 
and log y - tl d log x/u log u from (3.3). Since log x = frr“gY eez dz and 1 < CC, 
log x > j?y es’ dz. Thus 
Z3 s (log* x/u’ log3 U) f’zo,y eO= dz < (log3 x/u’ log3 u). 
Thus B= O(log’ x/u3 log3 u) and with (3.4), BSw3 = U( 1) as claimed. 
Similarly S2 = O(Iog’ x/u’ log’ u). 
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(3.6) Proof: Recall [ = 0 logy. So M-m = O,(exp(i - log” y)), and 
a = a + O,(exp( -log” y )) (logy 2 1 + log, x) 
a = u + O( log x/d) (logy 2 lo& x). 
(3.10) 
The second half of (3.10) holds because for log y >, log< x, 
and because from (3.3), MZW 
The error term O([-‘&) in (3.2) is larger than exp({ - log”‘*y) and thus 
larger than M- m. The error terms in (3.3) also exceed exp(c - log1/2 y), so 
(3.3) holds for m. For (3.4) we have 
*2=m-’ 
s 
log 1 
(s-a)” s-‘eBs PNT(s) ds, , 
To go from S* to Go, we first replace c1 with a, then insert PNT(s), and 
finally replace M with m. 
For the first modification, the change has absolute value of 
-+ M-‘ry 
(a - a)(a + a + 2s) s--’ ees ds = O,(exp( -log’ y)) 
from (3.10). Next, for log y d log@, 
M-l fog-” (S-Q.)’ s-‘e”exp( -.rL) ds 
1 
s exp( (0 log’ --j: y - 1) si) ds 
= O(u-I), 
since Bxlog u/log y and since log u < log, x < (log y)“*. And for 
l+log,xdlogy<log~x, 
M-’ ‘ogy(S--)2~-1exp(Bs-s’)ds I I 
= O(M-’ log” y exp(c - log” y)) 
= O,(exp(i - log” y)). 
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Third 
Thus 
(m/~) = 1 - U,(exp( -log’ y)). 
CT* = S*( 1 f O,(exp( -log”: y))). 
(3.11) 
i.e., a2 z S2, so (3.4) holds for 0. 
The calculation for /I in (3.5) is more of the same, and is left to the 
reader. Fundamentally, the factor PNT(s) due to the error estimate in the 
prime number theorem, is so close to 1 that it does not materially perturb 
these things. 
Remark. While (m/M) is close to 1 from (3.11), when y is in the low 
end of our range the discrepancy can do real damage. In the estimate of 
Y(x, y) following (2.3) we had (m/M) to a high power. A detailed 
explanation is to be found in Section 5. But the root of the trouble is that 
eventually the fact that PNT(s) is less than 1 asserts itself. 
4. THE DICKMAN FUNCTION p 
We keep the previous notation, and the assumption that x -+ co, 
log3’4 x > logy 2 (log, x). In particular, J:OgJ ees ds = log x, and M = 
f:“BYS-‘e@~ds. 
LEMMA 4.1. log~(~)=~-~logx+~log~-loglog~~+U(l~. 
Proof: Let 5 be the positive solution of 
et - 1 = u<. 
De Bruijn gave an asymptotic formula [6] for p(u) which we rewrite as 
log p(u) = -u5 + J; s - ‘e” ds - 4 log u - log ;4 + O( 1). (4.1) 
Now it came as rather a surprise to me that [ = 13 log y is extremely close 
to 5. After all, [ and 5 arose from different considerations. The only thing 
common to them is that both pertain to Y(x, y)! Anyway, from 
s i,“gY ees ds = log x we have er - ea = u[. Since 0 = O(log u/log V) and 
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logu<&, 8= O(logg”‘y). Thus 1 <e’<e. Clearly [> 5. But 
[ < 5 + 1 since 
e(‘+‘)-e,(t+Imv -45+ 1) 
= (e-l)e5+1_u_eci+l)/‘og?’ 
> ((e-l)<-l)u+l-e’i+L’i’ogy. 
NOW r-+ co, while (<logy since y> 1 +logx. Thus e(~+l)-e(~+lJfiOg~v> 
~(5 + l), so c < 4 + 1 as claimed. 
Now </logy<1 so e s”OgY = 1 + t/logy + r(<2/log2 y), with Irl d 1, and 
ec _ e(l + 5wxY < u[ < ,i _ emg.v~ Thus there exists s, t/logy <s < 2</log y 
such that ei - (1 + S) = UC. 
NOW consider the function t(s) determined by the conditions t > log u, 
et-(1 +s)=ut. 
Since dt/ds=(l +s+u(t- I)))’ and r(O)=<, for Ofs<2 we have 
t - 5 = sr, with (3+u(t-l))-‘<r<(l+u(t-1)))‘. 
In particular, t -5<2s/u<. For our particular s, we get i-5 < 
(2Qlog y)(2/u5) = 4/lag x. That is, 
(= 5 + cqlogg’ x). (4.2) 
If in (4.1) we replace r with i, the change in each term on the right is 
O(1) from (4.2). Thus (4.1) holds with [ in place of l. On the other hand, 
-8logx+M= -u[+jisple”ds 
e 
s i =-UC+ s-‘e”ds-log[+loglogy+@l) I 
=-UC+ is~‘e”ds-log~-logu+loglogx+O(l) 5 (4.3) I 
and the lemma follows from (4.3) and (4.1) with [ in place of r. 
5. CLINCHING THE LOWER BOUND 
s 
For each k, m<k<m+&ogu, we had H(x,y,k)a(l/k!) 
:ogx g’&‘(s) ds. NOW where 
f(s) = mp’s-’ es 
ff’gx g’“‘(s) ds = mk sf%x e(‘-e)sf(k)(S) & 
e PNT(s) Z,,(S) is the probability density function defined in 
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Section 2, with mean a, variance a2 and third moment /I about a. As in Sec- 
tion2, X1,X,*.. are independent with density S(s). 
Let Q(t) be the A-(0, 1) distribution function Q(t) = 
(27r)-‘I2 f!- ~ exp( - =j s2) ds. According to the Berry-Esseen theorem [9]. if 
INT is the interval [( 1 - l/k) log x, Da + (1 - l/k) log x] then 
=@(~+D(k-1)-“‘2)-@(6)+R, (5.1) 
where /RI Q 8/?0-~(k - 1 )--liz, and ~?=a.-‘(h-- I)-““((1 - l/k)logx- 
(k- l)a). Now 
(5.2) 
Proof: 60(x-- 1)“2=logx(l - l/k)-(k- 1)n and a=(logx+ 
O,(exp([ - log” y)))/m. Thus 
6o(k - l)‘/* = U,(exp([ -1og’y)) + O(Iog x/d; log u) 
= Oflog x)/& log 24) 
from (3.3 ), (3.6) and (3.10). Since cr(k - 1 )‘I2 >> log x/-& log U, there is an 
absolute constant N such that for x su~~iently large, u E U(x) and m < k d 
m + &/log U, 161 < iV. This proves (5.2). Let E, = @‘(N + 1). Then for 
O<~~((k-l)“~, rP(~+D(k-1)--1~‘)-Qj(6)~~,D(k-lf~’~”. We take D 
so that e1 D 2 16,!&-3 for x sufftciently large and logy 2 1 + log*x, which 
we can since flaw3 = O( 1). This choice does not depend on the specific 
value of k in the interval [m, m + &/log u]. Thus 
k-1 
c X;EINT >>k- r/Z 
1 i 
for m<k<m+&/logu, as y+ co, log3’4x>logy> I +log,x. 
Now let L be the random variable L = C’;- 1 Xi. Then X, is independent 
of L, so 
Prob 
i 
i Xj~ [log x- 1, log X] 
1 > 
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NOW a z log x/u while 0 = O(log x/u log u), so s ~ ’ B u/log x in the integral, 
and kxmxu so s-‘k-‘Bl/logx. Thus 
k-1’2{%-k~1i210gg1xexp(a0-D~O-H) 
9 u”2 log-’ x exp(a0) since 00 = 0( 1) from Section 3, 
9u-“2 log& x(24 log U) from (3.1), (3.3) and (3.10). 
Simplifying, we get 
Prob 
( 
f Xi E [log x - 1, log x] 9 & log u/log x. (5.5) 
I 
The implicit constant is absolute; it does not depend on x, y, or k so long 
as these satisfy the restrictions we have set on them. 
Now 
s 
log x 
gtkJ(s) ds 3 m/i I 
log I 
,(I -f+j-‘“‘(s) ds 
I log I - 1 
g, ZCmke - f’ 1% -I- $4 log u/log x. (5.6) 
Thus 
H(x, y, k)>> (xmk/k!) ecnlogx 4 log u/log x 
for m<k<m+&logu. (5.7) 
For k in this range, 
mk/k! 9 E { M”/T( M + I)} exp( - u exp( -log” y )) 
B E (e”/j;l) exp( --u exp( -log’- y)) (5.8) 
from (3.1 l), (3.6), (3.3) and the condition m <k 6 m + &/log U. 
With the notation E = E(x, y, E) = exp( - u exp( -log’ y)), (5.7) becomes 
H(x, y, k) BE E(e”/&) xe-B’og.X & log u/log x. (5.9) 
Since there are +&/log u values of k for which (5.9) holds, we get 
Y-(x, y) B’, Exe”-B“‘gr&logx, (5.10) 
and from Lemma (4.1) this is B>, Exp(u). Since E&l for 
logy 2 (log log x)(5/3 +“, this proves both (1.3) and (1.3’). 
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